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Learn how 
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a successful 
semester.
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As the school year starts, so do the back-to-school 
festivities like the Otter Showcase, which opens doors to 
all California State University Monterey Bay (CSUMB) 
students and gives them the opportunity to discover new 
clubs and organizations on campus. 

There are clubs aimed toward helping students excel 
in their future careers, but students can also discover 
new hobbies they might find interesting, like the Plant 
Cultivation Club. 

“I just started it, this is the first semester. I decided to start 
it because this is kind of a new program that’s in place, 
and I thought it was something that we needed,” said 
president of the Plant Cultivation Club Mabel Acosta, 
who is in her fourth year at CSUMB. “This would be a 
good way to get our name into the community and to get 
jobs, things like that.” 

Otter Showcase 
provides new 
opportunities

Other tables at the Otter Showcase were tailored toward 
specific career paths.

“We are the MAESTROs Project, and we are actually a 
funded project. We’ve been here for five years, this is our 
last year. We provide services to students here who are 
looking to become a teacher,” said MAESTROs Project 
Counselor Angela Serrano. 

In order to help provide the best possible chances 
for students and teachers within the community, the 
MAESTROs Project helps support members through 
different speakers, workshops and informationals. 

Some clubs also give students the outlet they need and 
supply them with a place where they can work creatively 
and showcase their work, like In The Ords. 

“Our name is In The Ords, and it started a few years ago 
by a professor who wanted a campus literary journal for 

CSUMB. We basically publish students' creative work 
in our publications each semester,” said In The Ords 
President Alana Hunsdorfer.

There are also clubs for students just looking to do 
something fun with a group of friends.

“The name of my club is RPG (Role Playing Game) Club; 
we started just to provide a place for people who love 
RPGs like D&D (Dungeons and Dragons) and other 
things that they don’t know,” said second-year Caila Sims.

Not only can RPG Club members divulge in their deepest 
fantasies, but they can also let go and be themselves 
without thinking that they’re being judged. The RPG 
Club’s main goal is to “provide a safe space for nerds to 
meet nerds,” according to their MyRaft page. 
Along with these clubs, many more can be checked out 
on MyRaft for students who may have missed the Otter 
Showcase or want to take another look at the clubs and 
organizations at CSUMB.

Students check out new clubs and organizations at the Otter Showcase on Aug. 31.
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When it comes to roommates, conflicts usually emerge 
over issues of hygiene, chore delegation and respect.

Resolving those conflicts is key to having a happy 
semester, said North Quad Resident Advisor Palia Vang 
in an event called “Dos and Don'ts: Conflict Edition” for 
students at California State University, Monterey Bay 
(CSUMB), on Aug. 30.

“I think conflict resolution is something we can all learn to 
work on,” said Vang.

Vang presented information about what exactly conflict is, 
where it usually stems from, and how to effectively and 
appropriately handle it. 

“We’re all college students, and sometimes we do not 
grow up with other people,” Vang said. “That is where 
conflicts typically emerge.”

Otters brush 
up on conflict 
resolution 
skills

To adequately address a conflict, you should pinpoint the 
problem and handle the situation respectfully and calmly. 
Vang emphasized the importance of active listening 
during these discussions.

If a situation is getting intense, it can be helpful to bring 
in a mediator like an RA to help settle the conflict. A 
mediator can help keep the peace while also offering an 
unbiased perspective. 

Those involved in the conflict must be willing to listen to 
one another and compromise. 

“At the end of the day, we’re all peers!” Vang said.

Upcoming Events

Tuesday Sep. 6 Head to the Yarrow lobby from 
7 to 8 p.m. to create the worst art imaginable. Supplies 
will be provided and there will be prizes for the best 
ugly art.

Thursday Sep. 8 Find Ate3one and Latin Asain 
Fusion food trucks outside the OSU Main Quad Plaza 
from 11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Food can be purchased 
with Dining Dollars, Otter Bucks, cash or card. 

Thursday Sep. 9 Head to the Saratoga Center 
from 5 - 7 p.m. for a thrifting event where attendees 
can upcycle old clothes with paint and patches and 
enter a raffle for succulents. Students can donate gently 
used clothes for the event.

Monday Sep. 12 The Otter Studio Union is 
kicking off Hispanic Serving Institutions (HSI) Week 
with a pachanga (celebration) filled with music, games 
and resources geared toward Latinx students. Stop by 
from 1 to 3 p.m. to join the pachanga.

Wednesday Sep. 7 Join Career Services 
from 2 - 3 p.m. to learn how to further develop your 
professional attitude and skills. Register now on MyRaft.

Thursday Sep. 8 The Undergraduate Research 
Opportunities Center will be hosting a workshop on 
how to find the right graduate program and how to 
help fund grad school. Head to the library from 2 to 3 
p.m. to join.

Monday Sep. 5 Stop by the Sanderling lobby 
from 1:30 to 2:30 p.m. to learn how to become more 
sustainable by learning about climate change issues.

Tuesday Sep. 6 Join the RAs of Tortuga to talk 
about mindfulness and learn the basics of journaling 
from noon to 1 p.m. Journals and pens will be supplied.

Tuesday Sep. 6 Catch Community Engagement 
from noon to 4 p.m. in the Main Quad as they test 
your knowledge about the upcoming election. 
Students who can answer their questions correctly 
will win prizes.

Bad Art Night

Otter Kitchens Food 
Truck Event

Thrifty Tenants 

HSI Pachanga 
Professionalize Yourself

Fit & Match: Finding 
Graduate Programs 

Sustainable Otters

Stress Less, 
Journal More

Voter Prep Tabling 
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Led by Cypress Resident Advisor Allyson Rivera, 
students gathered on the sidewalk outside the hall to draw 
with chalk on Aug. 31. First-year Cypress residents and 
passersby joined together to mark whatever they wanted 
to express themselves and get to know each other.

Students chalk and 
talk at Cypress Hall

The Lutrinae 
wants to hear 
your voices

Want to showcase your work in the 
student newspaper? Email 
analbach@csumb.edu to have your 
work considered for our next issue.

We love to see your:
illustrations • short stories • poems
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Bodies Bodies Bodies 
combines comedy 
with horror

Story by Estrella McDaniel
Trailor screenshots by Arianna Nalbach

Director Halina Reijn’s latest comedy-horror film 
“Bodies Bodies Bodies” is filled with twists and turns that 
will leave viewers speechless. 

The movie begins with the main character Sophie 
(Amandla Stenberg) going to visit her friends, who she 
hasn’t seen since she had been in rehab. 

It then proceeds to show Sophie bringing her current 
girlfriend Bee (Maria Bakalova) to meet her friends at a 
party. The party is hosted by Sophie’s old friend David 
(Pete Davidson) at his remote family mansion. While 
some friends seem happy to see her, others don’t. 

As the tension rises, Sophie and her friends decide to play 
the game “bodies, bodies, bodies” to squash it. 

What are your feelings 
about pumpkin spice?

Emily Silva
Social Behavior Sciences
Second-Year

Alanah Hunsdorfer 
Humanities & Communication
Fourth-Year

Nick Rodarte
Communication Design 
Fourth-Year

“Pumpkin spice lattes, like from 
Starbucks, I usually get it with oat milk … 
but, ummm, I think it’s like the indicator 
that fall is coming when it comes to 
capitalism.” 

“I love pumpkin spice! I love pumpkin pie, 
it's my favorite pie ever. Fall is definitely 
my favorite time of year.”

“Unreasonably hated, it's good but it 
doesn’t need to be in everything. I could 
do without the spice, let me just get the 
pumpkin.”

Otter Chatter Story by Haley Graham

This game involves there being a killer. Once the lights 
go out, the person who is the killer has to choose their 
victim. 

Once they have chosen their victim, you flip the lights on 
and yell “bodies bodies bodies,” and everyone has to try 
and guess who the killer is. 

However, things take a grim turn, as real murder victims 
begin turning up. Everyone starts turning on each other, 
trying to figure out who the murderer is. 

As bodies keep being found, things begin to connect and 
the ending will leave viewers shocked. 

Along with a believable plot, the acting was great. Most 
actors looked genuinely scared.

Movie Review

Generally, the film was well structured with the suspense 
gradually growing.

“Bodies Bodies Bodies” is a gory movie, but it wasn’t to 
the point where you would want to stop watching it; there 
was just the right amount of it. 

Each character had distinct traits, which benefited the 
movie by making it funnier. 

It also made references to popular culture and vernacular 
such as “gaslight and ally,” which probably appeal to 
younger audiences. 

This film is overall a must-see and will have you hooked 
from beginning to end - it’s funny, not too scary, and 
just the right amount of drama for you to be left wanting 
more. 
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Kirby’s Dream Buffet 
is a sweet treat 
Story and screenshots by Arianna Nalbach
Illustration by Malia Savella

Kirby is arguably one of Nintendo’s most beloved 
mascots and Nintendo just recently released a game 
centered around Kirby’s favorite thing: food. 

“Kirby’s Dream Buffet” was released on Aug. 17 to the 
Nintendo eShop and retails for $14.99. Coming from 
one of Nintendo’s best-selling characters, $14.99 is a 
complete bargain.  

Each level is a food lover’s dream, styled around various 
menu items. Players must roll around and try to eat as 
many strawberries as they can to make Kirby as big as 
possible.

“Kirby’s Dream Buffet” also introduces new copy abilities, 
where Kirby will take on powers reminiscent of the food 
they were based on. These copy abilities likely won’t see 
a return in a main-series Kirby game, however it is the 
cherry on top of “Dream Buffet.” 

While it isn’t the most revolutionary gameplay, “Kirby’s 
Dream Buffet” is still fun to play with friends or family. 
You can play with one person on the same system or up to 
three others with an online or local connection. 

This can be a bit frustrating for families with only one 
Nintendo Switch system and the game would benefit from 
allowing all four players to be on the same console. When 
playing with another person on the same console, the 
other two slots are filled by CPU characters. 

“Kirby’s Dream Buffet” would have been a perfect game 
for a four-player local mode and it feels like a huge 
missed opportunity.

8-Bit

The main gameplay of “Dream Buffet” is the Gourmet 
Grand Prix. It is broken into four stages - two race-like 
levels, a minigame, and the Main Course, an all-out battle 
royale to try and collect the most strawberries while also 
ensuring your opponents don’t knock you off the stage to 
steal your strawberries.

Each stage is a perfect concoction of chaos and during the 
final level, players can go from first place to last if they 
aren’t careful. 

Even though the different levels can get repetitive if 
you play for too long, “Kirby’s Dream Buffet” is a great 
game to put on during short amounts of downtime. The 
Gourmet Grand Prix is fast-paced and each round only 
takes a few minutes, so it is a low time commitment.

If Nintendo chooses to continue updating “Kirby’s 
Dream Buffet” with new levels and tweaks the local 
multiplayer to allow four players on one system, it has 
the potential to go from a nice snack to a full-course 
meal. 
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Can you unscramble these 
plant-related words to reveal 
their true meaning?

Answers:

Roots, Leaves, 
Flower, Vines, 

Succulent, Shrub, 
Tree, Photosynthesis, 

Pots, Seeds

Game Results

Aug. 28 @ Metro State

Sep. 1 vs Holy Names University

Men’s Soccer
L 0 - 4

T 1 - 1

Aug. 28 @ Stanislaus State

Sep. 1 @ Dominican University

Sep. 3 vs Academy of Art

Women’s Soccer
L 1 - 2

W 1 - 0

W 4 - 0

Sep. 2 vs Davis & Elkins College

Sep. 2 vs Wilmington University

Sep. 3 vs Dallas Baptist University

Sep. 3 @ Colorado State Pueblo 

Women’s Volleyball
W 3 - 0

W 3 - 1

L 0 - 3

L 0 - 3


